For the resource persons and the academicians of Bogor Agricultural University (IPB), the name of Rahman Hadi Muhamad, ST was familiar. The achieved reporter, Thursday (6/3) 19.50 WIB in the Hospital of Karya Bakti had passed away to Rahmatullah. A lot of writing as his reporting results in Pariwara IPB Dwiharian, Pariwara Wisuda, Buletin Pesona Lingkar Kampus and Agrimag magazine adorned the coffee table in the working units of IPB.

The achieved reporter, this toiler, was never refused and always ready to be assigned anytime. "Yes, the deceased is the person who is engrossed, never complained and willing to be assigned whenever, wherever," said Dedeh Hartati, SSi, Coordinator of the News Coverage of IPB.

One loyal reader of Pariwara IPB, Prof. Dr. Ari Purbayanto delivered his condolences and assessed that the deceased was a good reporter, "Last I was interviewed by the deceased when the election of members of the Academic Senate in the hearing of Board of Professors of IPB. The person is kind and polite in the interview."

The departure of Rahman, the calm reporter and once was a reporter at the local newspaper of Bogor that many who did not believe. "He is really good Sir," said Laily Kotto Antara journalist who was usually covering the activities of IPB. "His writing of press release is good and readable, so much to help us in collecting data, " she added.

Rahman, the reporter that had many friends had been buried on Friday (7/3) in Cikarawang Village, adjacent to his Father’s tomb. Rahman had now faced the Creator, leaving his wife, Siti Zulaedah, three sons: Rasya, Fathan and Fakhri, extended family, friends and readers. Good bye Rahman. May Allah SWT give the best place for you. (Wly)